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Getting in touch with the EU
In person
All over the European Union there are hundreds of Europe Direct Information Centres. You can find the address
of the centre nearest you at: http://europa.eu/contact
On the phone or by e-mail
Europe Direct is a service that answers your questions about the European Union. You can contact this service
– by freephone: 00 800 6 7 8 9 10 11 (certain operators may charge for these calls),
– at the following standard number: +32 22999696 or
– by electronic mail via: http://europa.eu/contact

Finding information about the EU
Online
Information about the European Union in all the official languages of the EU is available on the Europa
website at: http://europa.eu
EU Publications
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You can download or order free and priced EU publications from EU Bookshop at: http://bookshop.
europa.eu. Multiple copies of free publications may be obtained by contacting Europe Direct or your local
information centre (see http://europa.eu/contact)
EU law and related documents
For access to legal information from the EU, including all EU law since 1951 in all the official language
versions, go to EUR-Lex at: http://eur-lex.europa.eu
Open data from the EU
The EU Open Data Portal (http://data.europa.eu/euodp/en/data) provides access to datasets from the EU.
Data can be downloaded and reused for free, both for commercial and non-commercial purposes.
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Common Eider Duck Somateria mollissima.
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International level

Timeline of key EU and international initiatives for nature and biodiversity
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Waders, Oystercatchers Haematopus ostralegus and Red Knot Calidris canutus at low tide.
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The history behind the Birds Directive
Adopted 40 years ago, in 1979, the EU Birds Directive was a truly ground-breaking piece of
legislation. It came at a time when international conservation initiatives were still very much
in their infancy. The first World Summit on the Human Environment had been held just a few
years before in 1972 and the only international nature convention – the Ramsar Convention
on the conservation of wetlands – had just come into force in 1975.
The Birds Directive was also one of the first environmental laws to be adopted at
European level despite the Community’s then limited powers in the environmental field.
Because birds migrate and don’t recognise national borders, the then nine EU Member
States knew they would be much stronger and more effective if they worked together.
And so, the Birds Directive came into being, galvanised by a strong public outcry over the
dramatic decline in bird life.
Reports of the large-scale loss of wetlands and other major habitats through agricultural
industrialisation, deforestation, unchecked development and urban sprawl combined with the
massive drop in bird numbers due to pollution, persecution, harmful pesticides such as DDT,
brought into sharp focus the need for urgent action.
The Directive also brought a new dimension to wildlife conservation, based on the protection
and management of habitats as well as species. Until then most initiatives tended to focus
on the conservation of a few iconic species. Yet, it was becoming increasingly evident that, in
order to save a species, one also had to conserve its habitat.
Forty years on, and the Birds Directive remains as far-reaching and relevant as
ever. It continues to set the standard for bird conservation across now 28 Member
States and, together with the Habitats Directive adopted in 1992, forms the
bedrock of the EU’s biodiversity policy.

“

The Birds Directive is one of the great
success stories of EU environmental
policy. It is a practical expression
of our commitment to global
biodiversity conservation. Birds are
not only intrinsically beautiful and a
priceless part of our natural heritage,
they are also vital indicators of the
health of the environment. Europe's
wild birds have greatly benefited
from the high standards provided
by the directive. There are still
important challenges to be met
to ensure long-term healthy bird
populations. The Birds Directive is
as relevant today as it was 40 years
ago and has a key role to play in
delivering our biodiversity policy for
many years to come.
Commissioner Karmenu Vella
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By the 1970s, Europe
had lost over twothirds of its wetlands.
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The Birds Directive in a nutshell
The Birds Directive addresses the conservation of all species of birds naturally occurring in a
wild state within the European Union. The Directive applies to the birds themselves, as well
as their eggs, nests and habitats.
It places an overarching obligation on Member States to take whatever measures that
are necessary to maintain or restore their EU populations at a level which corresponds in
particular to their ecological, scientific and cultural requirements. In doing so, the Member
States must also take economic and recreational needs into account.

The EU Court of Justice has played a
major role in defining a high standard
of protection for bird conservation
under the Directive.

© Bence Mate/naturepl.com

The Directive introduces two types of protection measures:
The first deals with habitat conservation and the need to preserve, maintain or
re-establish a sufficient diversity and area of habitats for Europe's wild bird species,
particularly for threatened species listed in Annex I as well as for other migratory birds,
paying particular attention to the protection of wetlands of international importance.
The second set of measures deals with the protection of the species themselves and
introduces a ban on the deliberate disturbance, killing, capture or trade of wild birds and
destruction of their nests throughout the EU. Derogations are possible but only if there is
no other satisfactory solution and their use is not incompatible with the objectives of the
Directive. A number of species listed in Annex II may also be hunted under certain conditions.
These protection measures are mirrored in its sister Directive – the Habitats Directive
adopted in 1992 – which protects a further 1500 species other than birds as well as over
230 habitat types in their own right.
Together, the Birds and Habitats Directives represent the single most ambitious
initiative ever undertaken to conserve Europe’s biodiversity in line with
international commitments.

European Roller – listed on Annex I of
the Birds Directive.

Number of bird species in:
Europe
EU
Annex I
Annex II

533
451
194
82

Source: IUCN/EC

Bluethroat – its EU population is
now stable.
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Long-tailed Ducks Clangula hyemalis, listed in Annex II of the Birds Directive.
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Thanks to 40 years of the Birds Directive:
1.

Twenty-eight countries are working together within the
same strong legal framework to protect the EU’s wild
birds across their natural range within Europe and also
for wider international co-operation along flyways.

6.

Our knowledge of European birds and their
conservation needs has increased considerably
and this has led to better, more targeted
conservation actions.

2.

More than 5000 Special Protected Areas have been
designated under the Birds Directive covering almost
750,000 km2 of land and sea. As a result, almost all of
Europe’s Important Bird Areas are now protected.

7.

3.

Thanks to a ban on the indiscriminate capture and
killing of wild birds, the EU has become a safer place
for wildlife. Illegal bird crime however remains a serious
problem that is being urgently addressed, particularly
in the Mediterranean.

Different sectors of society (farmers, hunters,
birdwatchers, fishermen, conservation NGOs ...) have
developed a better understanding of each other’s
interests and needs, and are now actively engaged in
safeguarding Europe’s biodiversity.

8.

New developments must be assessed for their
potential impact on wild birds to ensure that they are
compatible with EU nature legislation, leading to a
more sustainable development agenda.

9.

Protected Natura 2000 areas offer a wide range
of valuable ecosystem services and ample new job
opportunities, thereby fostering a more inclusive
growth economy based on healthy ecosystems.

5.

Over half of the bird species in the EU are now in a
stable condition and many have been brought back from
the brink of extinction thanks to protection and targeted
conservation action.

40 yrs Birds Directive brochure 24 x 24.indd 8

10. Millions of people are once again able to enjoy the
sights and sounds of Europe’s rich bird life and take
advantage of Natura 2000 sites for recreation,
tourism and other pasttimes.

©Edwin Giesbers/naturepl.com

Thanks to EU funding, such as LIFE, billions of Euro have
been invested in nature conservation, leading to some of
the greatest conservation success stories in the world;

© Neil Aldridge/naturepl.com

4.

Little Tern Sterna albifrons.
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Site protection

Ferruginous Duck Aythya nyroca.
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The EU Natura 2000 network

© Walkers: Nick Turner/naturepl.com. Common crane: Loic Poidevin/naturepl.com

Natura 2000 viewer: http://natura2000.eea.europa.eu
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SPA designation
Today, thanks to the Birds Directive, there are over 5611 sites protected for wild birds across
the EU, covering more than 749,045 km2 of land and sea – equivalent to an area the size of
Germany and Poland put together. Along with sites protected under the Habitats Directive,
these so called Special Protection Areas form an integral part of the Natura 2000 network,
which is now the largest coordinated network of protected areas anywhere in the world.
The aim of Special Protection Areas (SPAs) is to protect the habitats of 194 species and subspecies listed in Annex I of the Birds Directive, which are threatened, restricted in range or
particularly vulnerable to changes in their habitat. SPAs also aim to protect habitats of other
migratory species which may not be listed in Annex I, but which congregate in large numbers,
especially in wetlands of international importance.
Progress in classifying SPAs was initially quite slow but, with the adoption of the Habitats
Directive in 1992 and the enlargement of the EU, the number of sites grew exponentially,
increasing almost four-fold between 1996 and 2016. The SPA network is now considered
largely complete on land, also for new countries that joined the EU recently, such as Slovenia
and Croatia. They have designated 30% and 25% of their territory respectively as SPA.
Scientific studies have confirmed that SPAs have been instrumental in protecting
the European bird species listed in Annex I and are generally faring much better
than non-Annex I species. According to the latest State of EU Nature report
around 40% of Annex I birds show an increasing population, compared to only
22% of other birds.
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Bird species which have stable or
fluctuating population trends at a
national level tend to have a
higher coverage by the Natura
2000 network than those which
are deteriorating.

IBAs – a blueprint for
SPA classification
According to the Birds Directive, SPAs
must be selected on purely scientific
grounds and be of sufficient diversity
and area to ensure the survival of the
species they aim to protect. To assist
Member States in the identification
of the most suitable areas the
Commission initiated the
development of scientific reference
lists of Important Bird Areas (IBAs)
with BirdLife International. Many
Member States have used the IBA list
as a key reference document for
selecting SPAs ever since. The result
is that, today, around 92% of all of
important bird areas in the EU-28
have been classified as SPAs.
Inspired by the Birds Directive,
BirdLife has extended the
development of IBAs to other
regions around the world.
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EU Species Action Plans
Since 1993, the EU has funded the development of Species Action Plans for over 60
of the most threatened species listed in Annex I of the Birds Directive. The plans are
designed to help Member States fulfill their obligation to restore and maintain bird
populations in good conservation status.

© Markus Varesvuo/naturepl.com

Each plan analyses and evaluates the specific threats faced by the species and its
habitat, and prescribes the most suitable conservation actions to be implemented
in the EU, and beyond. The actions are compiled by qualified experts and consulted
extensively with stakeholders and government authorities across Europe.
The European Commission and national governments have used the SAPs to target
their limited financial and human resources as effectively as possible towards prority
actions. Recently, an online Species Action Plan Tracking Tool (SAP TT) has been set up to
streamline the implementation of the plans and track progress country by country.
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/nature/conservation/wildbirds/action_plans/index_en.htm

The EU LIFE instrument –
funding conservation action on the ground
Adopted at the same time as the Habitats Directive, the EU LIFE fund has been the main
source of EU funding for pump-priming the management and restoration of Natura 2000
sites. Since its launch in 1992, LIFE has co-financed over 1700 nature and biodiversity
projects to the tune of more than 2 billion Euro. Actions have been carried out on more
than 5400 Natura 2000 sites so far, representing almost 20% of the EU network.
By 2018, 583 LIFE Nature projects (one third of all nature projects) focused on improving
the conservation status of over 230 bird species and their habitats across all EU countries.
This has involved a total investment of €1.3 billion with a LIFE co-funding of €750 million.
The most commonly targeted species were the Eurasian Bittern Botauris stellaris,
Corncrake Crex crex, Kingfisher Alcedo atthis and the Western Marsh Harrier Circus
aeruginosus. The populations of all but one have been increasing over the last 10 years.
In the case of the Kingfisher its continued decline is most likely due to the poorer quality
of freshwater habitats outside Natura 2000 sites.
https://ec.europa.eu/easme/en/life
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Corncrake has an increasing long-term trend
in the EU.

No. of LIFE projects for wild birds
82
65
48
45
43
41
34
33
32
32

Eurasian Bittern
Corncrake
Common Kingfisher
Western Marsh Harrier
Red-backed Shrike
Common Tern
Woodlark
Black Stork
Spotted Crake
European Nightjar
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Site management and restoration

Forging partnerships and bringing people together also makes practical sense. After all,
the majority of sites in Natura 2000 are already under some form of active land use and
constitute an integral part of the wider countryside. Many are valuable for nature precisely
because of the way they have been managed up to now, and it is important to ensure that
such wildlife-friendly activities are maintained well into the future.
The EU Directives set the framework for action but leaves it up to each Member State to
decide how best to manage their individual Natura 2000 sites in consultation with local
stakeholders. Because every Natura 2000 site is unique, there is no ‘one-size-fits-all’ rule for
their management. Much will depend on the local conditions, the type of land used, practices
and conservation needs of the species and habitats present.

© Cristiano Gala/Alamy Stock Photo

Today, conservation measures have been established for most SPAs in order
to protect the species for which they are designated and ensure their recovery
through active management and habitat restoration. However, it is clear that
there is still work to be done to implement these conservation measures in order
for the SPAs to reach their full potential in conserving Europes’ rich bird life.

40 yrs Birds Directive brochure 24 x 24.indd 13

Farmland makes up 40% of the land in
the Natura 2000 network.

© David Woodfall/Alamy Stock Photo

The two EU nature Directives have introduced a modern, flexible and inclusive approach
to site conservation that recognises humans are an integral part of nature and that the
two work best in partnership with one another. In this way everyone has a role to play in
making Natura 2000 a success – be they public authorities, private landowners and users,
developers, conservation NGOs, scientific experts, local communities or individual citizens.

Management plans are not
obligatory under the EU Nature
Directives but are strongly
recommended. By the end of the
latest reporting period in 2016,
there were 1624 SPAs with plans
in place and a further 1360 plans
were in preparation.

© Monty Rakusen/Alamy Stock Photo

The creation of the Natura 2000 network represents, in itself, a major achievement for
nature conservation in Europe. But for many species this is in fact only the start of the
process; once sites have been designated under Natura 2000, Member States must not only
protect the site from damaging activities but also take the necessary conservation measures
to maintain or restore the habitats to an optimal condition.

15/05/2019 12:55:53
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Case studies

Eurasian Crane

Roseate Tern

The Eurasian Crane Grus grus, has an extensive range
stretching from Northern Europe to the far east of Russia.
Its European breeding population underwent a major
decline until the 1980s, largely as a result of habitat loss
and degradation.

The Roseate Tern Sterna dougallii, was nearly driven to
extinction in Europe last century. Only a handful of breeding
colonies remained, mostly located on a few isolated marine
islands like Rockabill off the coast of Dublin in Ireland, or in
Brittany and the Azores.

However, thanks to the protection of over 2800 important
staging, roosting and wintering sites for the species under
Natura 2000, the west European population has increased
significantly, from around 45,000 individuals in 1985 to
around 300,000 in 2012. The species has also recolonised
previous breeding areas in a number of countries.

Having protected all remaining breeding colonies as
Special Protection Areas, a European Action Plan was
drawn up in 1987 to identify the most important
conservation measures required for the species in the EU.
Measures were subsequently introduced, often with the
help of LIFE funding, to reduce the number of predators on
the islands, manage their habitats and minimise human
disturbance. Artificial nesting boxes were also placed to
increase chick survival.

Another key factor contributing to its population growth
is the availability of additional sources of food thanks
to certain intensive agricultural practices such as maize
cultivation. This has, however, resulted in conflicts with
farmers which are being resolved through targeted
agri-environment schemes funded under the EU’s Rural
Development Programme, as well as through site-specific
management plans and compensation schemes.

40 yrs Birds Directive brochure 24 x 24.indd 14

Thanks to these measures, the Roseate Tern population has
increased significantly from 1600 pairs in 2004 to around
2300–2800 pairs in 2014 and is now considered stable.
On the island of Rockabill, the population has increased
ten-fold in the last 30 years. It now acts as a vital sourcepopulation for new colonies elsewhere.
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Eurasian Spoonbill

Spanish Imperial Eagle

The Eurasian Spoonbill Platalea leucorodia had declined
dramatically as a result of habitat loss, caused mainly by
drainage of wetlands. The majority of its breeding sites
within the EU – over 800 sites – are now protected as SPAs
and conservation efforts are underway in most countries to
restore its habitats.

An endemic European species, the Spanish Imperial
Eagle Aquila adalberti, is one of the rarest birds of prey
in the world. It came very close to global extinction in the
1960s as a result of electrocution from electricity towers,
poisoning and a decline in rabbit populations, its principle
prey, due to diseases and habitat degradation.

As a result, the Atlantic flyway population more than
doubled between 1991 and 2012. In the Netherlands,
which hosts half of the population, the number of breeding
pairs has increased seven-fold. The species has also
started to recolonise areas in the west coast of France,
Germany, Denmark and Belgium over the last 30 years.

Its population fell to just 34 pairs in 1974 and would have
disappeared altogether were it not for the implementation
of a series of urgent conservation measures funded largely
through the EU LIFE Programme. Success was achieved
through a combination of sound initial research on the
main threats to the species, site protection and coordinated
action through national and regional action plans in
cooperation with local stakeholders.

In France, a major conservation programme was launched,
with the help of EU LIFE funds, to restore and manage the
species’ key habitats in places like the Grand lieu along the
Atlantic Coast. The French Spoonbill breeding population
has increased ten-fold as a result, to over 1000 pairs,
enabling the species to colonise new breeding sites nearby.

40 yrs Birds Directive brochure 24 x 24.indd 15
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Measures included the modification of electricity
structures, legal protection and enforcement to reduce
poisoning, and habitat management measures that
engaged all key stakeholders. The population has since
bounced back to 358 pairs, and the species is slowly
recolonising its previous range.
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Dalmatian Pelican

Great Bustard

One of the largest bird species in the world, the Dalmatian
Pelican Pelecanus crispus suffered a massive decline in
numbers due to wetland drainage and persecution. Only
two major strongholds remained within the EU: Lake
Mikri Prespa in northern Greece and the Danube delta
in Romania which together harboured just 260–410
individuals in the 1990s.

Over the last century, the Western Pannonian population
(Austria, Hungary, Slovakia) of the Great Bustard Otis tarda,
had fallen dramatically through large-scale agricultural
intensification and collisions with overhead powerlines. In
Austria there were just 60 individuals left in 1995.

Both sites have been protected as SPAs ever since and, in
1994, a European Species Action Plan was drawn up to
identify priority conservation measures for the species. The
Pelican has since made a remarkable recovery, especially in
Greece, where it has benefitted from targeted conservation
thanks to the Species Action Plan. The population here
increased from 70–120 pairs in 1980 to about 1200 pairs
in 2008.
Overall, the European population has increased by 245%
since 1994 but remains vulnerable, especially outside
the EU, because of problems with poor law enforcement,
disturbance and continued habitat degradation.

40 yrs Birds Directive brochure 24 x 24.indd 16

This prompted a huge recovery effort through no less than
five EU LIFE funded projects. The priorities were two-fold: to
restore the species’ habitats through tailormade EU agrienvironmental schemes and to bury hundreds of
kilometres of powerlines to prevent fatal collisions.
Farmers, hunters and electricity companies all participated
actively in the conservation effort and were instrumental in
ensuring its success.
Today, the Great Bustard population in the Western Pannonian
region has grown to over 500 individuals, which is a truly
remarkable recovery. The birds are once again able to fly and
breed safely across all three countries. Being an important
umbrella species, the Great Bustard also helps to conserve
other grassland species and raptors throughout the area.

© Theo Bosboom/naturepl.com
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Species protection
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Atlantic puffin Fratercula arctica in field of daisies.
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Protection of wild birds across the EU
At the time the Birds Directive was adopted, millions of birds were being captured and killed
across the EU for a whole variety of reasons. This added pressure on the already decimated
populations of many birds caused by habitat loss and degradation, agricultural pesticides
and industrial pollution.

© Andres M. Dominguez/naturepl.com

The Birds Directive imposes a general EU-wide ban on the wholesale persecution of wild
birds. In addition, it introduces a system of careful control to ensure that, where wild birds
continue to be hunted or used, this is done in a sustainable manner that does not jeopardise
their survival.
In essence, the Birds Directive requires Member States to prohibit:
● all forms of deliberate capture or killing in the wild;
● deliberate significant disturbance, particularly during breeding and rearing;
● the destruction of, or damage to, nests or eggs, or removal of nests;
● the use of any method for large-scale and non-selective capture or killing;
● the keeping, transport and sale of specimens taken from the wild.
Derogations are allowed under strict conditions (e.g. to prevent serious damage to crops,
livestock, forests, fisheries and in the interests of air safety) if there is no other satisfactory
solution and the consequences of these derogations are not incompatible with the overall
aims of the Directives.

The Hoopoe population in the EU is stable.

The effects of these restrictions was felt rapidly across a many species – from
ducks and geese, to passerines and raptors. Birds of prey, in particular, have made
a remarkable recovery across Europe, after centuries of persecution. While many
eagles and falcons are still recovering, Europe is one of the few places in the
world where vulture populations are increasing to safe numbers.

© Evgeny Shmulev/Alamy Stock Photo

The White Stork Ciconia ciconia population in the EU is increasing thanks to habitat protection.
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Sustainable hunting
The Birds Directive fully recognises the legitimacy of hunting wild birds as a form of
sustainable use. Hunting is an activity that provides significant social, cultural and economic
benefits in different regions of the European Union. Under the Birds Directive, hunting is
limited to 82 species and sub-species listed in Annex II of the Directive and must be carried
out according to a series of established ecological principles and legal requirements. Species
in Annex II/1 may be hunted throughout the EU in accordance with national legislation and
the Birds Directive. Species in Annex II/2 however can only be hunted in certain Member
States. But hunting is prohibited for all species during their breeding and rearing season, and
spring migration.
To ensure the correct implementation of the Directive as regards hunting, the Commission
has sought to foster greater dialogue and cooperation with different interest groups.
Initially the hunting provisions caused a considerable degree of controversy, leading to
misunderstandings about how to implement the provisions coherently.
That is why in 2001, the Commission launched an EU ‘Sustainable Hunting Initiative’ in
order to help improve the understanding of the legal and technical aspects of the Directive’s
provisions on hunting and develop a programme of scientific, conservation and awarenessraising measures to promote sustainable hunting in accordance with the Directive. One direct
consequence of this Initiative was the elaboration of an EU Guidance Document on ‘Hunting
under the Birds Directive’ to provide clarity on the requirements of the Directive based on
scientific principles and data. The Commission has also worked with Member States to
strengthen knowledge on spring migration and reproduction periods of huntable species.
Thanks to the Birds Directive, hunters and conservationists have developed a
better understanding of each other’s objectives and both are actively working to
conserve Europe’s wild birds and their habitats.

Sustainable Hunting Initiative
In 2004, the key partners of the
Sustainable Hunting Initiative –
BirdLife International and FACE (the
Federation of Associations for Hunting
and Conservation of the EU) – reached
an agreement on ten points which will
enable hunting to continue within a
well-regulated framework, whilst fully
respecting the provisions of the
Birds Directive.
Both organisations agreed to
cooperate on a number of
conservation objectives, such as
supporting the Natura 2000
network, reforming agricultural
policy and phasing out the use of
lead shot in wetlands.
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/
nature/conservation/wildbirds/hunting/
index_en.htm

© Partridge interreg project

PARTRIDGE project co-ordinator Francis Buner welcoming Belgian’s Environment Minister Joke Schauvliege during the Belgian project launch.
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IMPEL: ESIX Enforcement and Stakeholders
Information eXchange

LIFE projects tackling
wildlife crime

An estimated 25 million birds are killed every year around the Mediterranean Basin as they migrate
between Europe and Africa.

EU LIFE Nature projects have played a pivotal
role in piloting actions to raise awareness for
and help prevent or at least reduce wildlife crime
across the EU. The programme has invested more
than €70 million so far in over 40 LIFE projects
that have targeted a range of illegal activities
connected to wildlife, mainly across southern and
central Europe.

An effective implementation of nature conservation laws requires collaboration between EU Member
States. The IMPEL-ESIX was developed by the European Union Network for the Implementation and
Enforcement of Environmental Law (IMPEL) as a real-time communication tool for information exchange
and cooperation on bird crime between enforcement officials, national authorities and international and
regional organisations of stakeholders.
The overall objective is to contribute to eliminate illegal killing, trapping and trade of birds protected by
the Birds Directive in the EU. Based on some preliminary surveys, four focus areas are identified: illegal
poisoning of birds, in particular raptors, illegal trapping of passerines, illegal killing of game and nongame species, and illegal trade of dead birds for human consumption. Activities include data gathering,
strengthening links with the EU network of prosecutors, sharing expertise and facilitating information
exchange, as well as developing a tool to support inspectors on the ground.
https://www.impel-esix.eu/

The majority of projects have addressed the
problem of poisoning of protected species, in
particular birds, such as vultures (37 projects)
and raptors (17 projects). But several have also
targeted a range of other wildlife crimes, such
as illegal hunting, trapping and poaching, and
species trafficking.
https://publications.europa.eu/en/
publication-detail/-/publication/9991d3fd8afd-11e8-ac6a-01aa75ed71a1

Eurasian blackcaps Sylvia atricapilla, caught illegally on a limed stick.

Wildlife crimes addressed by
LIFE projects

© Bence Mate/naturepl.com
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Tackling the problem of illegal bird crime
Although the Birds Directive has succeeded in stemming the wholesale persecution of many
bird species within the EU over the past 40 years, it has to be recognised that there is still a
significant problem with the illegal capture, killing or trade in wild birds. Wildlife crime is now
globally considered one of the principle threats to biodiversity along with habitat loss and
degradation. It clearly has a negative impact on populations of certain wild bird species in
the EU and beyond, and, as such, presents a major barrier to their recovery.
Although enforcement is primarily a responsibility of Member States, the Commission
plays a major supporting role through awareness-raising, training of enforcement officers,
prosecutors and judges, as well as information exchange and data gathering, for instance
through the IMPEL Network.
In 2012, The Commission developed a Roadmap towards eliminating the illegal killing,
trapping and trade of birds, which outlines the wide-ranging measures to be undertaken
with Member States, NGOs and authorities to tackle this issue and to keep it high on the
political agenda. Millions of Euro are also being invested through the EU LIFE programme
to address wildlife crime on the ground in different EU Member States.
In February 2016, the European Commission adopted a Communication on the EU Action
Plan against Wildlife Trafficking which sets out a comprehensive blueprint for joined-up
efforts to fight wildlife crime inside the EU, and for strengthening the EU’s role in the global
fight against these illegal activities.
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Because bird crime is an international problem, especially in the Mediterranean
basin, the EU works actively with third countries within the framework of the Bern
Convention’s Tunis Action Plan 2013–2020 on the eradication of illegal killing,
trapping and trade of Birds and of the Convention on Migratory Species (CMS).

Under the Environmental Crime
Directive (2008/99/EC25), adopted
in 2008, intentional and unlawful
killing, destruction, possession or
taking of specimens of protected
wild fauna or flora species
constitutes a criminal offence for
which Member States are required
to provide effective, dissuasive and
proportionate criminal penalties in
their national legislation.
In 2016 an inter-governmental
Task Force on illegal killing, taking
and trade of migratory birds in the
Mediterranean was set up under
UNEP’s Convention on Migratory
Species. Eight Member States are
participating in this Task Force, along
with the EC who is providing the core
funding for the first three years.

An estimated 25 million birds are killed every year
for sport, trade or food in the Mediterranean as
they migrate between Europe and Africa. The vast
majority are song birds, but quails, doves, raptors
and water birds are also targeted in large numbers.
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© Andy Trowbridge/naturepl.com

Case studies

Stopping the persecution of
White-tailed Eagle

Reintroducing the
Bearded Vultures to the Alps

The White-tailed Eagle Haliaeetus albicilla population in
Europe has been in steady decline since the 18th Century,
and became extinct in several EU Member States as a
direct result of persecution, which was further exacerbated
by low breeding success caused by pesticides and other
environmental pollutants.

Last century, the Bearded Vulture Gypaetus barbatus
disappeared from most of the mountain ranges in Europe
as a result of direct persecution and bounty hunting,
combined with a decrease in wild herbivores, poisoning and
changes in farming practices.

With the adoption of the Birds Directive in 1979, it became
illegal to kill the species anywhere in the EU. Harmful
chemicals, such as DDT and PCB, had been banned by then
too. This, combined with the protection of the majority of its
breeding sites (over 1000 sites across the EU), has led to a
spectacular recovery.
The EU population of White-tailed Eagles has since
increased from around 1000 pairs in 1970 to over 4000
pairs today. The species has also begun to recolonise areas
from which it had become extinct. This natural expansion
is sometimes given a helping hand through winter-feeding,
provision of artificial nests and public awareness. There
have also been a number of successful reintroduction
programmes, notably in Scotland.
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Major conservation efforts were mobilised initially in the
Alps and the Pyrenees to combat this alarming decline. A
European Species Action Plan was drawn up in the 1990s
and a series of LIFE funded projects were set in motion, in
France, Italy and elsewhere, to help kick start the recovery
of the species, in close collaboration with hunters, farmers
and other stakeholders. Birds were also reintroduced, with
success, firstly to the Alps, then to the Massif Central in
France and the Sierra de Cazorla in Andalusía.
The EU population is increasing again thanks largely to
the work of the LIFE projects, and has tripled compared to
40 years ago. The reintroduced alpine population is doing
particularly well with already 52 pairs, making this one of
the world’s best wildlife conservation stories.
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Hunters showing the way for
farmland birds

Landowner-driven wetland
restoration initiatives in Finland

The Grey Partridge is one of the best indicators of farmland
ecosystem health; where partridges thrive, biodiversity is high
and ecosystem services remain intact.

Finnish wetlands are key habitats for waterfowl. In 2010, the
Finnish Wildlife Agency, which promotes sustainable game
husbandry, launched a LIFE project to promote landowner-driven
wetland restoration initiatives on private land outside the Natura
2000 network.

In 2016, the UK’s Game and Wildlife Conservation Trust
teamed up with ten other partners in Belgium, Luxembourg
and the Netherlands to carry out an EU funded INTERREG
project, called PARTRIDGE, to demonstrate how to reverse
the ongoing decline of farmland wildlife using science-based
management plans and a bottom-up approach implemented
by more than 100 local farmers, hunters, volunteer groups,
other stakeholders and government agencies.
PARTRIDGE’s most effective habitat measures are partridgetailored flower mixes, together with beetle banks, winter
stubbles and arable margins. Each project has developed its
own improved and locally adapted PARTRIDGE mixes, based
on sharing knowledge. The demonstration sites are being
used to showcase best practice, not only to local farmland
stakeholders, but also to local, regional and national decisionmakers and agencies, especially those involved in developing
and implementing agri-environmental schemes.
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The aim was to provide a framework for the future conservation
of rural wetlands on private land that operates at the local level
and draws upon the country’s strong national tradition for
voluntary work. In total, 48 wetlands were restored or created
on private land. This not only increased local water quality but
also enhanced their recreational (e.g. hunting and birdwatching)
and aesthetic value. The number of waterfowl breeding pairs
also significantly increased in these areas.
The project foresees that the network it established will help
stimulate hundreds more habitat conservation projects in
years to come. In the meantime, this landowner-based working
model is now being applied to help restore and improve the
management of grouse and taiga bean goose habitats in areas
of commercial forestry.
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Tackling the illegal poisoning of the
Eastern Imperial Eagle in Hungary

Combatting illegal bird crime
in Cyprus

Hungary is home to the largest population of the Eastern
Imperial Eagle Aquila heliaca, in the EU, with 117 breeding pairs
recorded in 2010. Although numbers of this globally threatened
species are slowly recovering, a significant rise in cases of illegal
killing threatens to reverse this positive trend.

In Cyprus, illegal trapping of birds with non-selective means
such as lime sticks and mist nets is still practiced. More than
200 bird species are affected, with up to 2 million birds
killed illegally every year.

The HELICON LIFE project was launched in 2012 to track
and guard the eagles and enable them to breed successfully.
The project also established a bird crime database to record
all illegal killing incidents and raised awareness amongst
stakeholders and the public over the problem of illegal poisoning
of eagles and other wildlife.
The project has helped the Hungarian authorities prosecute
several cases of imperial eagle poisoning, leading to a
significant reduction in the number of reported cases. The
Hungarian Imperial Eagle population has also bounced back, and
now stands at 200 pairs. A follow up PannonEagle Life project
aims to expand the bird crime database to five central European
countries. Similar LIFE anti-poisoning projects are being carried
out in Spain and Italy.
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In 2011 a nationwide communication campaign was launched
with the help of EU LIFE funds, to raise awareness over the
illegal trapping and killing of birds in Cyprus. The high profile
campaign involved TV spots and debates, roadside billboards,
as well as wide-ranging activities in schools to sensitise the
next generation.
Through a second LIFE project, a consultation committee was
set up to decide on measures to address bird crime within
three Natura 2000 sites. Thanks to this initiative, the average
number of bird trapping and killing incidents fell by 60% at the
project sites. Restricting vehicle access, erecting warning signs
and infrared cameras, intensifying patrolling, and increasing
fines for illegal practices were amongst the measures used.
The songbirds responded almost immediately, with a small but
encouraging increase in breeding numbers.
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The status of birds in the EU
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The European Goldfinch Carduelis carduelis has increased steadily since the ban on its wholesale capture and killing.
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Birds population status

Gathering EU-wide data on species status and trends
It is no easy task to assess the status of all 500 bird species across 28
countries, even if people in Europe have been keeping records for a very
long time. Thanks to the Birds Directive, Member States are required to
report in a standardised way on the status of wild bird species present in
their country. Because this is harmonised in both form and time, it is now possible to
aggregate the data and obtain an EU-wide overview of status and trends.

Reporting under the EU Habitats and Birds

The

17% 16%

Directives 2007–2012

State of
Nature
in the EU

Environment

17% 16%

15%

15%

52%
52%

Good quality monitoring is essential to assess the impacts of the measures taken under the
two nature Directives to protect Europe’s wildlife and habitats and to identify conservation
priorities for the future. Now that the system has been put in place and the first ever state
of EU nature report was published in 2016 we have a much better bench mark for measuring
progress in years to come.

Unknown
Unknown
Secure
Secure
Near Threatened,
Near Threatened,
Declining or Depleted
Declining or Depleted
Threatened

http://ec.europa.eu/environment/nature/knowledge/rep_birds/index_en.htm

Threatened

Birds population status and
short-term population trends

2%

20%

20%

© Konrad Wothe/naturepl.com
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4% 4%
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Unknown
Unknown
Secure
Secure
Not secure – increasing
Not secure – increasing
Not secure – stable
NotNot
secure
– stable
secure
– declining
NotNot
secure
–
declining
secure – uncertain/unknown
Not secure – uncertain/unknown

Having increased in recent years, the Golden Oriole
population is now considered stable in the EU.
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The status of birds in the EU

© Bence Mate/naturepl.com

The Birds Directive has undeniably had a major impact on the conservation of wild birds
across the EU. According to the latest State of Nature report more than half of all wild bird
species assessed (52%) are now considered secure and numerous examples exist across the
EU of species that have rebounded or have been brought back from the brink of extinction.
This is particularly the case for some of the species listed in Annex I of the Birds Directive
that have been the focus of targeted conservation measures, including the designation
of Special Protection Areas as part of the Natura 2000 network. As a result, a number of
species that were previously considered threatened in Europe have also seen their status
considerably improved, including the Pygmy Cormorant Microcarbo pygmaeus, the Lesser
Kestrel Falco naumanni and the Ferruginous Duck Aythya nyroca. Many of these species have
benefited from EU-funded Species Action Plans and have also been a priority for funding
under the EU LIFE programme.

© Tomasz Kubis/Alamy Stock Photo

On the other hand, species that were formerly considered to be of Least Concern are now
threatened or Near Threatened for a variety of reasons, often due to pressures outside
protected areas and illegal activities. This is the case, for instance, for the European
Turtle Dove Streptopelia turtur, the Common Kingfisher Alcedo atthis, and the Eurasian
Oystercatcher Haematopus ostralegus.
The overall picture is therefore mixed, but this is to be expected considering that birds are
under huge pressure from a whole range of threats in the EU, and that conservation actions
urgently require resources and support from all sectors of society to have a real impact on
the ground.

© David Kjaer/naturepl.com

Although a third of the EU’s wild bird species are still threatened, the situation
has stabilised and considerably improved for many species over the last 40 years
thanks to the Birds Directive. In particular, species that have been the focus
of targeted conservation actions, e.g. through SPA designation or LIFE project
funding, have on the whole fared better.
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Pygmy Cormorant and Aquatic Warbler are
both subject of an EU Species Action Plan.

The EU population of the Griffon Vulture is increasing
again after years of persecution.
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Population status of EU birds, by taxonomic order,
(number of species per group in brackets)

0%
Unknown

40%

60%

Near Threatened, Declining, Depleted

80%

100%

Threatened

Both the European Crane and the Eagle Owl are increasing across the EU.
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20%
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Sandgrouse (2)
Petrels, Storm-petrels and Shearwaters (15)
Pheasants, Partridges and Grouse (13)
Bustards (3)
Swi�s and Nightjars (8)
Ducks, Geese and Swans (36)
Falcons (10)
Waders, Gulls & Auks (74)
Kingﬁshers, Rollers, Bee-eaters & Hoopoe (4)
Cranes, Rails, Gallinules and Coots (10)
Passerines (182)
Woodpeckers (11)
Owls (13)
Pigeons and Doves (8)
Hawks & Eagles (28)
Gannets and Cormorants (4)
Grebes (5)
Herons, Pelicans, Ibises and Spoonbills (13)
Storks & Flamingo (3)
Loons or Divers (3)
Cuckoos (2)
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A mixed picture
The population status and trends of breeding birds naturally varies according to taxonomic
group and habitat association, and clearly some species groups are doing better than others.
From the latest state of EU nature report, it can be seen that almost 90% of all herons,
pelicans, ibises and spoonbills (13 species in total) now have a secure population status.
These typically breed in colonies in wetlands and other well-defined areas that can be more
easily protected and managed within the Natura 2000 network.

The situation for eagles and falcons is equally encouraging. Many species recovered well
once their persecution was made illegal and poisonous pesticides were banned. As a result
over 60% of the species (17 out of 28 species) now have a secure status. Birds associated
with forests also had the lowest share of threatened species (3%), although some oldgrowth forest specialists such as the White-backed Woodpecker are still very rare.
Birds associated with grasslands and agricultural habitats, on the other hand, have the
highest proportion of threatened species (23%), followed by birds associated with marine
habitats, such as petrels, shearwaters and storm-petrels where only 3 out of 15 species
(20%) had a secure status, indicating trouble with the marine environment.

© Alex Hyde/naturepl.com

Other water birds, such as ducks, geese and swans are also generally increasing. Several
migratory geese species, such as Barnacle and Pink-footed Goose, have adapted well to
more intensive agricultural practices, with the latter species benefitting also from regulated
hunting, which has resulted in significant increases in their populations across north-west
Europe. Sea ducks on the other hand remain threatened.

The population of sea ducks like the
Common Eider is still in decline probably
as a result of food shortages and
accidental deaths through fish bycatch.

Several huntable species, such as partridges, quail and grouse are also not faring so well
with more than half still declining or threatened.
Black Grouse is increasing in its core areas
but declining in other parts of its range.

© Jussi Murtusaari/naturepl.com

Europe’s nature is very vulnerable and remains under pressure from a whole range
of different threats. Inevitably it takes time, patience, money and goodwill to
turn centuries of decline around. However, where targeted action has taken place
on a sufficient scale, the status of species and habitats has invariably improved,
sometimes leading to remarkable recoveries, which gives hope for the future.
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Bittern
Botaurus stellaris

Pink-footed Goose
Anser brachyrhynchus

Black Stork
Ciconia nigra

Thanks to LIFE funding the UK population of
booming males has increased to 164, up from
just 11 males 20 years ago. Elsewhere in the
EU the species is also increasing or stable.

Increased significantly once hunting was better
regulated and thanks to a greater abundance
of food on farmland during winter. This
increase has however caused conflicts with
farmers which are currently being resolved.

A widespread but scarce migratory waterbird.
It is highly sensitive to human disturbance
but, where its breeding habitat is protected,
it is holding its own and slowly increasing in
numbers within the EU.

Black Woodpecker
Dryocopus martius

Cyprus Wheatear
Acrocephalus paludicola

A widespread species that requires
mature trees and ample dead wood for a
viable population. Its European population
is stable, reflecting the maturing of many
European forests.

The Cyprus Wheatear is an endemic island
species with a stable population thanks to
the protection of its habitats. But it remains
vulnerable to illegal capture using lime sticks
and mist nets.

Azores Bullfinch
Pyrrhula murina

White-headed Duck
Oxyura leucocephala

Was pulled back from the brink of extinction
through the protection of its native laurel
forests and targeted conservation actions
funded through LIFE. The population is now
considered to be stable.

Only breeds in Spain, within the EU. The
population recovered after key habitats were
protected and hunting was stopped. But
its long-term survival also depends on the
eradication of the invasive Ruddy Duck.
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Lesser Kestrel
Falco naumanni

Yelkouan Shearwater
Puffinus mauretanicus

Griffon vulture
Gyps fulvus

Underwent 95% decline until 1990s but is
slowly increasing again across most of its range
thanks to site protection, targeted species
conservation measures via action plans and the
use of agri-environmental schemes.

Spends most of its life at sea, only coming
ashore to breed. In Malta, three LIFE projects
have ensured its recovery here. Breeding
success is still low but the long term trend
appears positive.

Had disappeared from many EU countries by
1960s through persecution and hunting, but
since being protected, its population has made
a remarkable recovery thanks also to targeted
conservation work and anti-poisoning campaigns.

Skylark
Alauda arvensis

Black-tailed Godwit
Limosa limosa

Once a common farmland bird species, the
skylark has declined sharply since the 1980s
as a result of agricultural intensification
which has led to reduced nesting and
foraging opportunities.

Has been in decline, mainly as a result of
intensified grassland management and
pressures of hunting. Despite the introduction
of a hunting moratorium and other efforts to
reverse this trend, the species has been unable
to recover so far.

Eurasian Oystercatcher
Haematopus ostralegus

Little Bustard
Tetrax tetrax

A familiar sight along saltmarshes in northern
Europe. Its recent decline may be part of a
longer-term fluctuation but could also be the
result of over-fishing of benthic shellfish and
habitat degradation.

A dispersed species, its population continues
to decline as a result of agricultural practices
and the lack of management in SPAs. Agrienvironment schemes are effective locally but
not large-scale enough to have a real impact.

DECLINING

© Created with mapchart.net
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A worrying decline in farmland birds
The latest scientific reports indicate that many common farmland
birds, like the Meadow Pipit Anthus pratensis, the Grey Partridge
Perdix perdix and the Skylark Alauda arvensis are declining
far more rapidly than other European bird species, reflecting a
general global trend. According to the latest Common European
Breeding Bird Index, there has been a 57% decline in the 39
common farmland bird species assessed since 1980 (with some
notable exceptions e.g. White Stork and the Cirl Bunting).
Research indicates that several factors may be impacting
simultaneously on these farmland birds. However almost
all stem from changes in, and the continuing intensification
of, agricultural practices across the EU. This has resulted in
changes in grassland management and a loss of mixed farming,
winter stubble, spring crops which, combined with increased
field sizes and high pesticide use, has taken its toll on Europe’s
farmland birds.

Farmland bird species, like the European Turtle Dove Streptopelia
turtur have also declined dramatically partly as a result of their
dependence on low-intensive agriculture practises, but also
through illegal hunting, killing and trapping. This once common
species has declined by 78% since 1980 which is why, in 2018,
the EU published a European Action Plan for the species in order
to prompt urgent actions for its recovery.
In recent years, a growing number of farmers have joined EU
agri-environment schemes which has enabled them to farm in
a more wildlife-friendly way. This is starting to have a positive
impact in certain areas but such schemes need to be scaled up
and extended over a much greater area of farmland to have
a sustained impact. As 40% of the land in Natura 2000 is
farmland, farmers and conservationists are well placed to lead
the way in applying wildlife-friendly farming supported by EU
agri-environment schemes.

© David Tipling/naturepl.com

© Saverio Gatto/Alamy Stock Photo

A European Species Action plan has been put in place for the Turtle Dove in view of its sharp decline in recent years.
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Sustainable development
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Lesser Kestrel Falco naumanni nesting in historical buildings in Matera, Italy.
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Plans and projects affecting Natura 2000 sites
The Birds Directive, along with the Habitats Directive, supports the principle of sustainable
development. The aim is not to exclude socio-economic activities from Natura 2000 sites,
but rather to find ways for these to operate in a way that safeguards the valuable species
and habitats present, and the overall health of the ecosystems.
The two nature Directives have therefore introduced a permitting procedure for plans or
projects that are likely to have a significant effect on one or more Natura sites, either
individually or in combination with other plans and projects. The aim is to identify any
potential effects already at the planning stage so that alternative solutions (e.g. a change in
location) can be found or mitigation measures introduced (adjustments to the project design)
to remove these threats, and so allow the project to go ahead.

The Commission has produced a
series of sector-specific guidance
documents to ensure a better
understanding of how to apply the
Natura 2000 permitting procedure to
developments plans and projects in
different economic areas, illustrated
by good practice examples across
Euurope (for energy, extraction,
transport, aquaculture, forestry ...).

If the impacts cannot be removed then the plan or project must be refused but, exceptions
are possible if the project is needed for imperative reasons of overriding public interest
and sufficient compensation measures are taken to safeguard the overall coherence of the
Natura 2000 network.

http://ec.europa.eu/environment/
nature/natura2000/management/
guidance_en.htm

Having a systematic permitting procedure for Natura 2000 sites provides a
level playing field for developers and ensures that one country cannot gain a
competitive advantage over another that has higher environmental standards.
It also prevents the efforts of some to safeguard biodiversity being negated by
unchecked development elsewhere.

© David Tipling/naturepl.com

The Natura 2000 permit procedure aims to ensure that wind farm developments are compatible with wild bird conservation.
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Investing in Natura 2000
The Birds and Habitats Directives require important financial investments if they are to
achieve their objectives. This is currently estimated at around €5.8 billion/year, this cost is
mostly for the effective management the Natura 2000 Network and the restoration of
degraded sites. Whilst this may seem substantial, it remains very cost-effective when
compared to all that the Natura 2000 network delivers society in return. Recent studies have
calculated that Natura 2000 provides society with a wealth of valuable ecosystem services
estimated to be worth around €200–300 billion per year, many times greater than the cost
of managing the network.

The Commission has prepared a
handbook on funding Natura 2000
to help EU Member States strengthen
the uptake of EU funds for the
management and conservation of
their Natura 2000 sites under
each of the EU funds.

While the main responsibility for financing Natura 2000 lies with the Member States, it is
clear that there is also a need for EU-level support. The EU LIFE fund is a key component
as it is the only fund dedicated to the environment, Since 1992, it has contributed over
€1 billion to nature and biodiversity projects across the EU so far.
The EU has also integrated the financing of Natura 2000 into the funding streams of
other EU policy sectors to ensure that the management of the sites is part of wider land
and water management policies, to allow Member States to set priorities that reflect their
national and regional specificities, and to avoid duplication and overlap of different EU
funding instruments.
As a result, Natura 2000 funding opportunities now exist under each of the key EU funds.
The Rural Development and agri- or forest- environmental schemes, in particular, have a
potentially significant role to play in this respect, especially as a substantial part of the land
in Natura 2000 is either farmland or forest. But other financial instruments, such as the
Structural funds, or the Maritime and Fisheries funds, also offer opportunities to support
investments in Natura 2000 which will help ensure that it plays its part in sustaining the
socio-economic fabric and regional characteristics of different parts of Europe.

Natura 2000 sites offer ample opportunities
for recreation and tourism.

© Hemis/Alamy Stock Photo

Investing properly in Natura 2000 will not only help the EU to meet its target
of halting biodiversity loss but will also enable nature to contribute to broader
sustainable development objectives. Having a fully operational Natura 2000
network will encourage a more efficient use of valuable natural resources and
foster a more inclusive growth economy based on healthy ecosystems.
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Electricity companies working to safeguard birds
Thanks to an alarm call raised by NGOs in the 1980s, electricity companies across Europe
have become sensitised to the problem of wild birds accidentally colliding with electricity
lines and electrocuting themselves. This is especially a problem for large species like eagles
and vultures.

Thanks to the Natura 2000 assessment, all new projects in and around Natura 2000 sites
must now be assessed for their potential impact on wild birds, both within and outside
Natura 2000 sites. If a problem is identified, the project can normally still go ahead if
solutions can be found to remove or minimise the impacts to a non-significant level,
without affecting the integrity of the Natura 2000 sites. In this way damaging projects are
excluded but projects that are compatible with Natura 2000 can still go ahead.

© LBSPB/BirdLife Bulgaria

Several companies are now working closely with NGOs and scientists to retrofit safety
devices onto pylons and bury existing powerlines underground. Thanks to a series of LIFE
funded projects in Spain, Bulgaria, Hungary, Austria and elsewhere, hundreds of kilometres
of pylons and powerlines in Natura 2000 sites have been made safer. This has had a very
positive effect on local bird populations, with many recovering as a result.

The LIFE BIRDS on POWER LINES project in
Bulgaria will retrofit over 4000 pylons and
120 km worth of overhead power lines in
priority areas within and around Natura
2000 sites.

The socio-economic benefits of Natura 2000
In total, Natura 2000 covers around 18% of the EU land area as well as substantial parts
of the surrounding seas. Thanks to this extensive coverage, Natura 2000 is more than just
a refuge for rare and endangered species and habitats. It also preserves countless other
species, such as pollinating insects and valuable ecosystems as well.

Natura 2000 sites protect many habitats
of vital importance for pollinators and
so play a major role in combatting their
decline within the EU.

Implementation of the Nature Directives also contributes to local economies through job
creation and tourism. It is estimated that Natura 2000 sites attract an annual expenditure
on tourism and recreation of €50–85 billion, and supported from 800,000 to 2 million fulltime jobs.
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/nature/natura2000/financing/index_en.htm
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Together, these areas deliver a wide range of important goods and services to society.
Healthy freshwater ecosystems, for instance, provide clean water and help remove
pollutants from the surrounding countryside. Intact wetlands act as natural buffers against
floods, soaking up excess rainwater. Peat bogs fix and store carbon dioxide, the number one
cause of climate change whilst forests retain soils and prevent land slides and avalanches,
amongst others.
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Future challenges
The Birds Directive has been instrumental in safeguarding Europe’s bird life and reversing the
decline of many of Europe’s most threatened bird species, particularly through its network of
Special Protection Areas (SPAs). Thanks to targeted action, increased knowledge and active
stakeholder engagement, many birds now face a much brighter future within the EU.
Because of the Birds Directive, the wholesale destruction of major ecosystems and the
widespread persecution of wild birds is now largely a thing of the past, even if on-going
problems with poor enforcement and illegal activities still require urgent attention. Another
success of EU nature legislation is its proven ability to bring enormous added value to
society, the socio-economic benefits of which far exceed the cost of managing the Natura
2000 network in the first place.
It is clear therefore that the Birds Directive remains as relevant and ambitious today as it did
40 years ago. A recent Commission assessment of EU nature legislation confirmed that the
EU nature Directives are indeed ‘fit for purpose’, and still very much needed. The assessment
also solicited an astounding public response with over half a million people writing to the
Commission to express their support for the Directives. This testifies to the enormous public
interest biodiversity issues continue to enjoy across the EU.
However, despite significant progress to date and some remarkable success stories, the EU's
rich wildlife remains under serious pressure and there is still much work to be done to build
on all that has been achieved so far.
In the first place, this means ensuring an adequate management and financing of Natura
2000 sites, increasing stakeholder awareness and involvement, ensuring better legal
enforcement and tackling illegal activities, in particular in relation to bird crime in the
Mediterranean basin, as well scaling up conservation efforts to increase their impact.

In 2016, the Commission’s ‘Fitness
Check’ concluded that the Nature
Directives are indeed fit for purpose
but achieving their objectives and
realising their full potential will
depend upon substantially improving
their implementation. The report
found that the significant lack of
financial resources and the poor
integration of nature objectives
into other EU policy sectors are key
factors in preventing the Directives
from reaching their full potential. Yet,
evidence shows that where targeted
action takes place on a sufficient
scale, the status of species and
habitats improves.

Ensuring adequate space for nature and
adapting bird conservation to a changing
climate is a key challenge for the future.

The Birds Directive is also helping deliver international EU commitments to migratory birds.
Since many species spend part of their lives outside Europe, it is essential to work with
other countries along their flyways to provide the necessary protection to ensure healthy
bird populations.
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But it will also be important to further integrate protected species and habitat requirements
into the wider EU policies and financing programmes and, in particular, address the sharp
decline of common birds that are dependent on the wider countryside. In this respect, more
work is needed to better integrate bird protection into agricultural and other policies.
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